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Data poor in regions where industry operates
Color is month of the year
Data: Surface Ocean CO2 Atlas v5 
Baynes Sound:
40 km x 3.5 km; max depth 80 m
68% of total BC harvest in 2016
54% of total BC wholesale value (~57M/yr)

The BCSGA Burke-o-Lator
Thank you to the Province of British 
Columbia Ministry of Agriculture
VISIT: www.hakai.org/blog 
What do we mean by “Environmental Intelligence”?
Decision support: 
plan of action
Smart Sampling
Trend/performance/gap 
analysis
Assess responsiveness 
to stakeholder needs
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Measurement sites in northern Salish Sea & 
Baynes Sound
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Large and coherent seasonal cycle:
QU39
Quadra Island Field Station (QIFS), Sentry Shoal, Sawmill Bay Shellfish
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Robust northern Salish Sea TA-S relationship:
Seasonal cycle punctuated by large short-term variability
Seasonally dependent offsets between surface and 8 m data
Near Surface Data: March 7, 2017 – April 2, 2018
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Calcite undersaturation events lag the neap tide
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Is calcite undersaturation “normal” for the Northern Salish Sea?
QU39 is our baseline
dots = mean; bars = range
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Is calcite undersaturation “normal” for the Northern Salish Sea?
Add in northern BS PSF station
dots = mean; bars = range
2016 & 2017 PSF data
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Is calcite undersaturation “normal” for the Northern Salish Sea?
Add in southern BS PSF station
dots = mean; bars = range
2016 & 2017 PSF data
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Is calcite undersaturation “normal” for the Northern Salish Sea?
Add in Fanny Bay continuous data
Broad ranges with tendency toward higher pCO2 / lower pH & Ω
Corrosive
ΩcalcpHTpCO2 (µatm)
What we’ve learned:
(1) Evidence points to Baynes Sound as a region with high 
respiratory CO2
*summertime neap tide related corrosive events
*wintertime corrosivity
*average conditions more corrosive than in main basin
Implications are tendency toward higher Revelle Factors; 
more sensitive to anthropogenic CO2 invasion
(2) North/south difference in corrosivity with conditions magnified 
in the north where exchange in presumed to be more restricted
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